Beautifully Traditional Bathrooms

CERAMICS

FURNITURE

BATHS

BRASSWARE

There are three eras of history
reflected in our designs;
Classic, Edwardian and
Victorian. Within each of these
designs there are sizes to suit
your bathroom, shower room
or cloakroom. A selection of
WCs and bidets are available
to match your washbasin
selection.

A range of beautifully
traditional furniture solutions
to add classic style and
sophisticated British elegance
to your bathroom. Choose
from free-standing, either a
square or round design.

Our range of baths includes
grand free-standing baths, roll
top baths and standard baths.
Roll top baths have a range of
matching feet.

Burlington taps and mixers
bring classic design packed
with innovative technology.
There are separate taps,
one basin mixers, an Arch
fitting and bath fittings with
telephone handsets, each with
a choice of handles.
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ACCESSORIES

Shower mixers with modern
safe thermostatic control
are the way forward for
controllable showering,
and a period enclosure can
complete your bathroom.

The look is complete with
stunning chrome plated solid
brass accessories. From corner
baskets for your shower, to
soap dispensers, they provide
the perfect finishing touch to
your bathroom.
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here are a great variety of options within the Burlington

collection. Choose from the simply styled Classic collection in either
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ur Burlington basins can be paired with a standard or Regal

U

pedestal option. The Regal options are 60mm taller than the

a round or square design, the Edwardian basin with its subtle angular

standard and are available throughout the range of full pedestals

appearance, again in a round or square design, Victorian with a

in Classic, Victorian and Edwardian.
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refined look.
Within the washstand collection, we also offer the taller option,
Basins are available in one, two or three tap hole options and can

meaning that all basins can be used at a more comfortable height

be used on a variety of styled pedestals; either standard, regal, semi

for those who wish.

pedestal, washstand or countertop options.
WC’s are available as close coupled, low, medium or high level, as
well as back to wall options. There are also Regal WC’s offering a
higher seating position throughout the range and a new addition of
a Rimless WC.

840mm

Standard

2

900mm

Regal

3

B

Ceramics

Basins

EDWARDIAN
The Edwardian collection is the ultimate
in traditional bathrooms with structured
corners and angular designs, the feel is
unapologetic and proud.

PAGES 12-15

urlington Bathroom design is governed largely by the washbasin style. Every design is crafted to reflect the specific

era in which British sanitaryware rose in fame and was heralded as the best in aesthetic and performance. Burlington’s
key design themes are represented through Classic, Edwardian, and Victorian eras. Every basin is crafted to the highest
quality and is full of character and style with various choices in style, size and other options to suit your own individual
tastes and requirements.

CLASSIC
The Classic collection from Burlington
is beautifully formed, either as a
curvaceous round design or a grand
square model. This collection also
features the invisible overflow, and
innovative waste technology.

VICTORIAN
A delicate and refined range, the
simplicity of this ceramic basin is
stunning. Available in a medium (560mm)
or large (610mm) and a range of pedestal
and tap hole options, the versatility of
this style allows you to continue the style
throughout your home and brings an air
of luxury to every room.
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Available with Edwardian (560, 610mm) & Victorian basins
Burlington Regal pedestals are 60mm higher than the
standard pedestals. Overall heights (including basin):

Classic
Victorian
Edwardian

^Non-stock

Standard Height
860mm
840mm
840mm

Regal Height
N/A
900mm
900mm

item, POA.
All measurements are represented in mm. For detailed dimensions see bbwhitebook.com

Standard height

A selection of cloakroom options have
been crafted so you can match your
chosen style throughout the home. You’ll
find Edwardian, Victorian and more Classic
styled cloakroom basins to achieve a
consistent and beautiful look throughout
every washroom.

Standard height + 60mm
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CLOAKROOM

RAMIC
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PEDESTAL OPTIONS

Standard

Regal
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Ceramics

classic

T

he Classic basin collection from Burlington is

beautifully formed, either as a rectangle or round
design. This collection also features an innovative waste
technology. Choose a Classic basin with invisible overflow
allowing you to have seamless ceramic without a plug. All
Classic basins are available as one, two or three tap holes
on standard or regal pedestals or a range of washstands
and furniture.

. LEFT . Classic basin one tap hole with chrome basin stand, Claremont one
tap hole basin mixer with pop-up waste and traditional basin bottle trap
. TOP . Classic basin with classic pedestal and three tap holes with pop-up
waste . RIGHT . Classic basin with classic pedestal and three tap holes with
pop-up waste

6

^Non-stock

item, POA.
All measurements are represented in mm. For detailed dimensions see bbwhitebook.com
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Ceramics

Select your basin shape
Choose from a rectangular or round basin.

NEW

650mm Classic
round basin

650mm Classic
rectangular basin

500mm Classic
rectangular basin ^

Select your pedestal style

Classic basin two tap hole with
aluminium washstand, Claremont basin
12.5cm taps

Choose from a standard or regal pedestal, or add a touch of chrome or aluminium with a washstand.

Classic Basins
Basin Shapes

Basins

Pedestals
Standard

Rectangular

Round

Chrome Washstands (Non-stock item)
Standard

Aluminium
Washstands

Regal

Width

Depth

Code

Price

Code

Price

Code

Price

Code

Price

Code

Price

650

575

B15 *

$465

P6

$95

T49A CHR ^

$1030

T49A CHR ^
+T62

$1250

T38 ALU **
T43 WHI **^
T48 BLA **^

$1140

500

450

B20 *^

$1025

T52 CHR ^

$1120

650

575

B17*

$465

T49A CHR ^

$1030

T49A CHR ^
+T62

$1250

T38 ALU **
T43 WHI **^
T48 BLA **^

$1140

P6

$95

650 Classic
rectangular basin
shown with standard
pedestal

650 Classic
rectangular basin
shown with standard
chrome washstand ^

650 Classic
rectangular basin
shown with aluminium
washstand

* Classic basins are available with one or two tap holes. To order the correct basin configuration simply replace ‘*’ with 1TH or 2TH.
** To order the correct wash stand colour specify ‘T38 ALU’ for aluminium, ‘T48 BLA’ for black (Non-stock item), or ‘T43 WHI’ for white (Non-stock item)
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^Non-stock

item, POA.

^Non-stock

item, POA.
All measurements are represented in mm. For detailed dimensions see bbwhitebook.com
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Ceramics

invisible overflow

Classic basin with invisible overflow,
invisible overflow waste and two tap hole
arch mixer with curved spout^ (200mm
centres)

Classic Invisible Overflow Basins
Basin Shapes

Basins

Pedestals*
Standard

T

he benefit of invisible overflow means no

requirement for a plug or external waste. Simply pull
the lever up to drain water. Pair with the elegant and
beautiful Arch basin mixer allowing you to mix hot and
cold water.

10

Aluminium
Washstands

Chrome Washstands
Standard

Regal

Width

Depth

Code

Price

Code

Price

Code

Price

Code

Price

Code

Price

Rectangular

650

580

B14*

$470

P6

$95

T49A CHR

$1030

T49ACHR
+T62

$1250

T38 ALU**
T43 WHI**^
T48 BLA**^

$1140

Round

650

575

B16

$ 470

P6

$95

T49A CHR

$1030

T49ACHR
+T62

$1250

T38 ALU**
T43 WHI**^
T48 BLA**^

$1140

Classic basins with invisible overflows are only available in two tap hole and must use basin waste W9 ($335)
* Overall heights to the top of the front basin surface:
Classic basin with Standard pedestal: 860mm
Classic basin with Regal pedestal: 920mm
Classic basin with washstand: 880mm
Classic basin with Regal basin stand: 920mm
Classic basin with aluminium washstand: 890mm
** T
 o order the correct wash stand colour specify ‘T38 ALU’ for aluminium, ‘T48 BLA’ for black (Non-stock item), or ‘T43 WHI’ for white (Non-stock item).
^Non-stock

item, POA.
All measurements are represented in mm. For detailed dimensions see bbwhitebook.com
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Ceramics

edwardian

he Edwardian collection is the ultimate in traditional

bathrooms with structured upstands and angular designs.
Edwardian rectangular basins come in a range of sizes
including 560mm, 610mm, 800mm^ and 1200mm^,
suitable for all pedestals and washstands and available
in one, two or three tap hole options. The 560mm is also
available as a round basin option with one or two tap
holes, also suitable for pedestal and washstands.

. LEFT . Edwardian 1200mm^ basin with washstand shown with three tap holes and
pop-up waste . RIGHT . Edwardian round 56mm basin with pedestal, Claremont 12.5cm

basin pillar taps and plug and chain waste . BELOW . Edwardian 800mm^ basin with
washstand, three tap holes with pop-up waste, flat bottomed basin bottle trap
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^Non-stock

item, POA.
All measurements are represented in mm. For detailed dimensions see bbwhitebook.com
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Ceramics

Select your basin shape
Choose from a rectangular or round basin.

560/610/800^/1200^mm Edwardian
rectangular basin

560mm Edwardian
round basin

Edwardian 800mm^ basin with
Washstand and three tap holes with
pop-up waste

Select your pedestal style
Edwardian Basins
Basin
Shapes

Choose from a standard, regal or semi pedestal, or add a touch of chrome with a washstand or towel rail.

Basins

Pedestals
Standard

Rectangular

Round

Chrome Washstands

Regal

Semi

Standard

Towel Rails

Regal

Width

Depth

Code

Price

Code

Price

Code

Price

Code

Price

Code

Price

Code

Price

Code

Price

560

470

B4 *

$180

P1

$95

P9

$105

P8

$125

T22A
CHR

$960

T22A
CHR
+T62^

$1180

T1 CHR

$215

610

510

B5 *

$200

P1

$95

P9

$105

P8

$125

T23A
CHR

$1070

T23A
CHR
+T62^

$1290

T3 CHR

$235

800

510

B18 *^

$1120

P6

$95

T50
CHR

$915

T50
CHR
+T62^

$1135

1200

510

B19 *^

$1815

P6

$95

T51
CHR ^

$1725

T51
CHR
+T62^

$1945

560

470

B6 *

$200

P1

$95

T24A
CHR

$1160

T24A
CHR
+T62^

$1380

T4 CHR

$355

P9

$105

P8

$125

610mm Edwardian rectangular
basin shown with standard
pedestal

610mm Edwardian rectangular
basin shown with chrome
washstand

610mm Edwardian rectangular
basin shown with semi
pedestal and towel rail

*Edwardian Rectangular basins are available with one or two tap holes. To order the correct basin configuration simply replace ‘*’ with 1TH or 2TH.
3 tap hole basins and the 1200mm basin cannot be used with the semi pedestal.
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^Non-stock

item, POA.

^Non-stock

item, POA.
All measurements are represented in mm. For detailed dimensions see bbwhitebook.com
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Ceramics

victorian

A

delicate and refined range, the simplicity of the

Victorian range is stunning. Available in a large (610mm)
and medium (560mm^) with a range of pedestals, and in
one, two or three tap hole options.

. LEFT . Victorian 610mm two tap hole basin and standard pedestal . TOP . Victorian

610mm basin with semi pedestal & towel rail, Claremont 12.5cm pillar taps, plug and
chain waste, tumbler and holder . RIGHT . Victorian 560mm^ basin with chrome basin
stand and Claremont one tap hole basin mixer with high central indice, click clack waste
and tumbler and holder

16

^Non-stock

item, POA.
All measurements are represented in mm. For detailed dimensions see bbwhitebook.com
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Ceramics

Select your basin shape
Select the Victorian basin in either of the two sizes available.

560^/610mm Victorian basin

Select your pedestal style
Victorian 560mm basin with regal
pedestal, three tap holes with pop-up
waste, rectangular mirror, soap dish and
towel ring

Choose from a standard, regal or semi pedestal, or add a touch of chrome with a washstand or towel rail.

Victorian Basins
Basins

Pedestals
Standard

Chrome Washstands

Regal

Semi

Standard

Towel Rails

Regal

Width

Depth

Code

Price

Code

Price

Code

Price

Code

Price

Code

Price

Code

Price

Code

Price

560

470

B2-3TH^

$195

P1

$95

P9

$105

P8**

$125

T22A
CHR

$960

T22A
CHR
+T62

$1180

T1 CHR

$215

610

510

B3 *

$205

P1

$95

P9

$105

P8**

$125

T23A
CHR

$1070

T23A
CHR
+T62

$1290

T3 CHR

$235

610mm Victorian basin shown
with standard pedestal

610mm Victorian basin shown
with chrome washstand

610mm Victorian basin shown
with semi pedestal and
towel rail

* Basin is available with one or two tap holes. To order the correct basin configuration simply replace ‘*’ with 1TH or 2TH.
** 3 taphole basins cannot be used with semi pedestals.
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^Non-stock

item, POA.

^Non-stock

item, POA.
All measurements are represented in mm. For detailed dimensions see bbwhitebook.com
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B

urlington stone has a velvety soft natural stone basin

with an aluminium washstand in three different sizes.
Pair with Kensington tapware and a rectangular mirror.

Ceramics

stone

. LEFT . Medium natural stone basin with stainless steel basin stand

Claremont one tap hole basin mixer with click clack waste, and basin
bottle trap

Natural Stone Basins
Stainless Steel Basin Stands

Natural Stone Roll Top Basins*^

Complete

Model

Width

Depth

Code

Price

Code

Price

Price

Medium

650

470

EB8E^

$965

B8ES^

$1025

$1990

Basin and pedestal styles

650mm Natural Stone roll top basin

20

^Non-stock

item, POA.
All measurements are represented in mm. For detailed dimensions see bbwhitebook.com

650mm Natural Stone basin
shown with stainless steel
basin stands
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Ceramics

cloakroom

S

election of cloakroom options have been crafted so

you can match your chosen style throughout the home.
The cloakroom basins are available as wall-mounted, with
or without a towel rail or alternatively a chrome washstand,
except the Curved basin.

. LEFT . Corner cloakroom basin with black Chelsea straight basin tap^ and click clack
waste. . TOP . Curved cloakroom basin with Claremont 7.5cm basin taps, basin plug and

chain and traditional basin bottle trap . RIGHT . Edwardian cloakroom basin with standard
chrome stand with Claremont 7.5cm basin taps, basin plug and chain and traditional basin
bottle trap.

22

^Non-stock

item, POA.
All measurements are represented in mm. For detailed dimensions see bbwhitebook.com
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Ceramics

Select your pedestal style
Select from the Edwardian, Curved or Corner basin with the four pedestals available.

Edwardian cloakroom basin with
Claremont 7.5cm basin taps, basin
plug and chain and traditional basin
bottle trap.

Cloakroom Basins
Basin Shape

Basins

Chrome Washstands
Standard

Towel Rails

Regal

Width

Depth

Code

Price

Code

Price

Code

Price

Code

Price

Edwardian Rectangular

515

308

B8*

$210

T21A CHR

$835

T21A CHR
+T62

$1055

T6 CHR

$230

Curved

505

255

P13*

$185

Corner

600

450

B10

$225

T8 CHR

$235

510 Edwardian basin with towel
rail or chrome washstand

510 Curved basin

600 Corner basin
with towel rail

* Edwardian & Curved Cloakroom basins are available with one tap hole on the right. To order this simply add ‘R’ to the product code.
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All measurements are represented in mm. For detailed dimensions see bbwhitebook.com

urlington WC’s come in a range of options, from the more

contemporary back-to-wall option, to traditional close-coupled or
the impressive low, medium or high-level WC’s. All options feature
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water saving technology, only flushing 6L for a full flush or 3L for
a half. These factory settings can be adjusted to 4 ½ L for a full
flush or 2 ½L for a half flush. Pair your WC with a real wood seat to
accentuate the classic styling. Unlike many other traditional brands,
Burlington offer soft-close options on white, oak and mahogany
seats. For a premium look, select the throne seat (high level only)
with intricate and ornate brackets, which provide a focal point in your
stunning traditional bathroom.

CLOSE COUPLED & LOW LEVEL WCS

480mm

420mm

Standard close coupled WC

4½L 2½L

480mm

420mm

BACK TO WALL WCS

Regal close coupled WC

480mm

420mm

Standard back to wall WC

Regal back to wall WC

All Burlington WC fittings are
factory set at 3L and 6L flush.
They can be adjusted on site
to flush at 2½L and 4½L.

All Burlington close coupled
WC’s are supplied with dual
flush fittings and have 4 star
WELS ratings.
Regal

Standard

Back to wall

26

Close coupled

Low level

Medium level

High level

27
All measurements are represented in mm. For detailed dimensions see bbwhitebook.com

Ceramics

WC’s

Close Coupled

Regal P trap CC WC with 440 lever cistern

S trap CC WC with 440 lever cistern

Regal CC Rimless WC with 440 lever cistern

W 440 D 730 H 780

W 440 D 730 H 780

W 440 D 730 H 780

Pan Height 480

Pan Height 420

PAN (P TRAP) P12

$235

PAN (S TRAP) P18

$370

CISTERN C3

$310

CISTERN C3

$310

$545*

TOTAL

TOTAL

$680*

Pan Height 420
$630

PAN P20 ^

$310

CISTERN C3

$940*

TOTAL

OPTIONS

High Level seat sets

Seat options

Includes soft close hinges and ornate brackets

Includes soft close hinges

THRONE SET IN MAHOGANY S15

FLUSH LEVER IN WHITE SP8

Arcade P or S Trap CC WC Suite
W 500 D 590 H 885

Pan Height 460

SUITE WITH OAK SEAT ARBWO

$875

SUITE WITH MAHOGANY SEAT ARBWM

$875

SUITE WITH WHITE SEAT ARBWW
SUITE WITH BLACK SEAT ARBWB ^

28

FLUSH LEVER IN BLACK C28S BLA ^

$560

SOFT CLOSE SEAT IN OAK S16

$320

SOFT CLOSE SEAT IN MAHOGANY S17

$320

SOFT CLOSE SEAT IN WHITE S18

$185

SOFT CLOSE SEAT IN MATT BLACK S48 ^ 

$330

INCLUDED
POA

NEW

$ 875
$1010

item, POA. *For seat cover pricing options refer above. Water inlet conversion kit (SP511) available to convert cisterns from bottom inlet to top inlet.
All measurements are represented in mm. For detailed dimensions see bbwhitebook.com
^Non-stock

NEW
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Ceramics

Low Level

Standard LL WC with 440 lever cistern

S trap LL WC with 440 lever cistern

Regal standard LL WC with 440 lever cistern

W 440 D 740 H 960-1140

W 440 D 740 H 960-1140

W 440 D 740 H 960-1140

Pan Height 420

Pan Height 420

PAN (P TRAP) P2

$245

PAN (S TRAP) P19

$390

PAN (P TRAP) P16

CISTERN C3

$310

CISTERN C3

$310

CISTERN C3

FLUSH PIPE T31 CHR

$305

FLUSH PIPE T31 CHR

$860*

TOTAL

$ 305
$1005*

TOTAL

^

FLUSH PIPE T31 CHR
TOTAL

Pan Height 480
$330
$310
$305
$945*

Medium Level

Regal medium level WC with 440 lever cistern

S trap medium level WC with 440 lever cistern

W 440 D 710 H 1340-1430

W 440 D 710 H 1340-1430

Pan Height 480

Pan Height 420

PAN (P TRAP) P12

$235

PAN (S TRAP) P18

CISTERN C3

$310

$370

CISTERN C3

FLUSH PIPE T33 CHR

$805

$310

FLUSH PIPE T33 CHR

$1350*

TOTAL

30

TOTAL

item, POA. *For seat cover pricing options refer to page 29
Water inlet conversion kit (SP511) available to convert cisterns from bottom inlet to top inlet.
^Non-stock

$805
$1485*
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Introducing

black

Standard high level WC with dual flush
ceramic cistern

S trap high level WC with dual flush
ceramic cistern

Regal high level WC with dual flush
ceramic cistern

W 520 D 670 H 2300-2380

W 520 D 670 H 2300-2380

W 520 D 670 H 2300-2380

Pan Height 420

Pan Height 420

Pan Height 480

PAN (P TRAP) P2

$245

PAN (S TRAP) P19

$390

PAN (P TRAP) P16 ^

$330

CISTERN C5

$320

CISTERN C5

$320

CISTERN C5

$320

FLUSH PIPE T30 CHR

$805

FLUSH PIPE T30 CHR

$805

FLUSH PIPE T30 CHR

$1370 *

TOTAL

Ceramics

High Level

$1515 *

TOTAL

$805
$1455 *

TOTAL

Back to Wall
Pair the back to wall WC
with a concealed cistern
F6CC $385
(requires a wall cavity of 130mm)

NEW BLACK LEVER
AND SEAT
New black flush lever and seat options
are now available for Burlington WC’s.

Regal back to wall

Back to wall

W 370 D 480 H 480

W 370 D 480 H 420
$490

P15 ^*

32

P14 ^*

item, POA. *For seat cover pricing options refer to page 29
Water inlet conversion kit (SP511) available to convert cisterns from bottom inlet to top inlet.
^Non-stock

Refer to page 29 for options
(Non-stock item, POA).

$385
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1300 freestanding

Select your top colour

Furniture

Choose between our three different worktop designs.

Kordura carrera with
double bowls, white cabinet

Kordura white with
double bowls, white cabinet

Kordura black granite with
double bowls, white cabinet

1300 Freestanding Unit
Complete Unit

Vanity Unit
Dimensions

Colour
Matt White

Type

Width

Depth

Height

+Splash

Code

Price

Freestanding 1300 vanity unit with drawers &
Kordura white with double vanity bowl

4 Drawer

1300

550

850

930

FC10W-WT

$3455

Freestanding 1300 vanity unit with drawers &
Kordura carrera with double vanity bowl

4 Drawer

1300

550

850

930

FC10W-CW

$4045

Freestanding 1300 vanity unit with drawers &
Kordura black granite with double vanity bowl

4 Drawer

1300

550

850

930

FC10W-BG

$4045

HDP

34

^Non-stock

DIMENSIONS

TAP HOLES

item, POA. Kordura top tapholes do not come predrilled.
All measurements are represented in mm. For detailed dimensions see bbwhitebook.com

STAINING

MINOR

ROUTINE

SCRATCHING

CLEANING
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1340 curved unit

Select your top colour

Furniture

Choose between our three different worktop designs.

Kordura carrera with
Inset bowl, white cabinet

Kordura white with
Inset bowl, white cabinet

Kordura black granite with
Inset bowl, white cabinet

1340 Curved Vanity Unit
Complete Unit

Vanity Unit
Dimensions

Colour
Matt White

Type

Width

Depth

Height

+Splash

Code

Price

Freestanding 1340 curved vanity unit with doors
& drawers & Kordura white with vanity bowl

2 Drawer
2 Door

1335

550

850

930

FC4W-WT

$3785

Freestanding 1340 curved vanity unit with doors
& drawers & Kordura carrera with vanity bowl

2 Drawer
2 Door

1335

550

850

930

FC4W-CW

$4120

Freestanding 1340 curved vanity unit with doors
& drawers & Kordura black granite with vanity bowl

2 Drawer
2 Door

1335

550

850

930

FC4W-BG

$4120

HDP

36

^Non-stock

DIMENSIONS

TAP HOLES

item, POA. Kordura top tapholes do not come predrilled.
All measurements are represented in mm. For detailed dimensions see bbwhitebook.com

STAINING

MINOR

ROUTINE

SCRATCHING

CLEANING
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he Burlington range of free-standing baths offers beautifully

crafted exclusivity in a variety of styles to suit both modern and
traditional spaces. Choose from soaking tubs, exclusive traditional
baths with 2 feet styles and three colours to personalise your bath
to your individual tastes and bathroom décor. All the baths are
made using the highest quality techniques and processes to ensure
the finished product will provide many years of blissful bathing.
Whichever bath from our extensive range you choose, you are

Baths

assured of the finest quality.

TSFR

38

TSFR . The baths are made from Twinned Skinned Fused
Reinforced acrylic. This material is both strong and hard
wearing whilst being lightweight making the Burlington
bath the perfect option for your bathroom.

WEIGHT . The weight of the bath when stood empty.

WEIGHT CAPACITY . Capacity available for the bath
when empty.

WEIGHT CAPACITY WITH PERSON IN IT. Capacity of the
bath when person is sitting in the bath.

39

Baths

windsor

T

he Windsor bath is a gorgeous example of a traditional

roll top bath with perfectly formed curved and flowing
lines. Being double-ended with gradually sloping sides it
allows for luxurious bathing. Windsor baths are available
in 1500mm and 1700mm.

Windsor double ended 1500 / 1700mm bath with
traditional feet
1500mm
1700mm

W 750 L 1500 H 630
W 750 L 1700 H 630
$1205

1500MM RL1501
TSFR

45Kg

185L

115L

$1390

1700MM RL1705 ^
TSFR

47Kg

Compatible wastes
D3209CD $170
. ALL . Windsor 1700mm bath with luxury chrome claw feet and Claremont

deck-mounted angled bath shower mixer, decorative shrouds , exposed
chrome waste and overflow, P trap and P trap connection pipe.
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200L

115L

Overflow 		
Supplied with template, undrilled

Tap Hole Options
0, 1, 2 (supplied with template,
undrilled)
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All measurements are represented in mm. For detailed dimensions see bbwhitebook.com

Baths

london round

T

he double-ended London Round has a simple purity

of form that will enhance any style of décor in your
home. Shown here paired with traditional brassware for a
timeless aesthetic.

London Round double ended bath
W 850 L 1800 H 635
$1945

BATH 1B1.1256
TSFR

45Kg

270L

Compatible wastes
Pre fitted with a waste
. LEFT . London round soaking tub with Claremont floor-standing bath

200L

Overflow 		
Pre drilled

Tap Hole Options
Not suitable for rim mounted taps

shower mixer.
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All measurements are represented in mm. For detailed dimensions see bbwhitebook.com

Baths

admiral

T

his stunning, dramatic bath will provide a gorgeous

centrepiece in any bathroom. Its grand appearance and
imposing structure deserves to be the centre of attention.
The Admiral bath also comes in two sizes, a 1800mm
length and a 1650mm for reduced space.

Admiral double ended 1650 / 1800 bath
1650mm
1800mm

W 705 L 1640 H 710
W 890 L 1780 H 745
$1840

1650MM 1B1.1421
TSFR

45Kg

169L

99L

$2120

1800MM 1B1.1422 
TSFR

60Kg

Compatible wastes
D3209CD $170 (included with
bath)
. ALL . Admiral 1800mm bath with floor-standing bath shower mixer and

245L

175L

Tap Hole Options
Not suitable for rim mounted taps
Overflow 		
Pre drilled

exposed chrome waste and overflow.
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All measurements are represented in mm. For detailed dimensions see bbwhitebook.com

Baths

harewood

T

he raised end of this stunning slipper bath is angled

perfectly to support you and provide a luxurious bathe.
Pair with beautifully traditional brassware and optional
decorative shrouds for a unified classic look.

Harewood 1700mm slipper bath with traditional feet
W 730 L 1690 H 770
$1390

BATH RL1690
TSFR

48Kg

Compatible wastes
D3209CS $170

. LEFT . Harewood bath with standard chrome traditional legs with deckmounted bath shower mixer with decorative shrouds.
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195L

125L

Overflow 		
Supplied with template, undrilled

Tap Hole Options
0, 1, 2 (supplied with template,
undrilled)
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All measurements are represented in mm. For detailed dimensions see bbwhitebook.com

Baths

emperor

A

tall and impressive bath; the emperor has a deep,

regal stature which will act as a show piece in your
bathroom, yet its angled internal base also provides
exceptional comfort and support for a tranquil bathe.

Emperor slipper bath
W 725 L 1530 H 775
$1790

BATH 1B1.1425 ^
TSFR

38Kg

312L

Compatible wastes
CW2 pop-up waste included with
bath
D3209CS $170

242L

Overflow 		
Supplied with template, undrilled

Tap Hole Options
Not suitable for rim mounted taps
. LEFT . Emperor bath with Claremont floor-standing bath shower mixer with
stand pipes and click-clack waste.
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^Non-stock

item, POA.
All measurements are represented in mm. For detailed dimensions see bbwhitebook.com
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Brassware
T

he Brassware is packed full of innovative technology, not seen

amongst other traditional competitors. Every Burlington tap is
supplied with a flow straightener for areas with low water pressure
and an aerator for areas with high water pressure. This, unlike most
Traditional feet set

traditional taps, ensures your water is delivered at 13 litres per

Classical feet set

minute regardless of incoming water pressure. So you no longer

CHROME E11 CHR

$420

CHROME E10 CHR ^

$420

WHITE E11 WHI

$335

WHITE E10 WHI ^

$420

BLACK E11 BLA

$335

BLACK E10 BLA ^

$420

Note: Traditional feet included in bath price

have to cope with water splashing everywhere, the flow from a
Burlington tap is perfect every time.
All bath fillers and bath shower mixers have rotating spouts so you

where applicable

can move the brassware out of the way to enjoy a relaxing bathe.
Every bath shower mixer also comes with an ‘S’ Adjuster, allowing
you to position the handset over the bath. You can install your bath
shower mixer with or without this feature. All are also available as an
angled option, so you see the indices when you walk into the room.
Bridge basin mixer spouts also swivel to allow you to turn your tap

Brassware

into a drinking fountain.

Stand pipes including horizontal
support bar

Decorative shrouds

W 280 D 100 H 600

W 70 D 70 H 710

W7
$1075
These are stand-alone, for use with baths where fittings
are not rim or wall-mounted (Water runs through the
pipes). Can be used with deck-mounted taps.
Includes flexible connectors to connect tapware.

W6
$505
These are for use with baths with rim-mounted fittings
and can be used with deck-mounted taps.
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^Non-stock

item, POA.
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SWIVELLING SPOUTS
All our Bath Fillers and Bath Shower Mixer spouts
swivel - so you don’t have the spout in your way when
you shower.

burlington taps

ANGLED MIXERS
All our Bath Fillers and Bath Shower Mixers
are available in an “angled” version.

QUARTER TURN

WATER FLOW

Most of our taps (except Kensington &
Stafford) come with the traditional screw
down valves as standard. For ‘Quarter
Turn’ simply add QT to the product code.

All Burlington tapware including
Thermostatic shower mixers are suitable
for balanced pressure to a maximum of
5 Bar.

Traditional
screw-down

Quarter
turn

'S' ADJUSTERS
The S adjuster allows the telephone handset to be positioned over the
bath - when you are done it drips into the bath. The bath shower mixer
can be installed with or without the “S Adjuster”.

Our Bridge Basin Mixer has a swivelling spout and allows you to have
mixed hot & cold water, whilst using a two taphole configuration.

Swivels

•

Straight down

•

Normal basin mixer

•

90º left or right

•

Off

•

Straight up

VALVE OPTIONS
All Burlington taps are available with traditional screw-down valves or
with quarter-turn valves. The taps work with both low and high pressure.
See Burlington’s website www.bbwhitebook.co.nz for details.
Traditional
screw-down

Quarter
turn

CLAREMONT

CLAREMONT REGENT

A classic favourite from Burlington.
This simple range of tap heads
suits all basin, bath and bidet taps
in the Burlington range. Pair with a
deck mounted bath shower mixer
for classical styling.

If looking for a little extra when
choosing your brassware, opt
for the regent range. A shapely
stylish base suitable for all one,
two and three tap hole taps
excluding Chelsea and Stafford.

Brassware

BRIDGE MIXERS

Select your tap style

KENSINGTON

KENSINGTON REGENT

Burlington's Kensington range of
tap heads offers opulence and
sophistication. Taking inspiration
from a bygone era the Kensington
brings a traditional style with
modern technology.

Add the regent base to this
tap style for an extravagant
appearance - particularly suited to
the Edwardian basins.
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All measurements are represented in mm. For detailed dimensions see bbwhitebook.com

white tap option

white tap option
DECK MOUNTED

ONE TAP HOLE

Basin mixer with high central
indice with pop up waste

Chelsea straight basin mixer
without waste

2 star WELS rating

2 star WELS rating

$495

CLAREMONT CL4

CL4-C (WITH CLICK-CLACK WASTE) $430

CLAREMONT CH19

$385

Stafford mono basin mixer
with pop up waste
(Not available as 1/4 turn)

Gooseneck basin mixer

Bath tap deck mounted 12.5cm

Bath shower mixer deck mounted with ‘S’
adjuster

Thermostatic two outlet twin control bath
shower mixer valve with 6” shower head

2 star WELS rating

2 star WELS rating

2 star WELS rating

1 star WELS rating

1 star WELS rating

STA11

$345

SL2162

$345

$480

KENSINGTON KE6

CLAREMONT CL3
KENSINGTON KE3

$410
$410

$1435

CLAREMONT CL15

$1445

KENSINGTON KE15

$2825

BT2DS ^ + V16 + V22

TWO TAP HOLE

TAP OPTIONS

WALL MOUNTED

CLAREMONT TAPS IN WHITE T1

INCLUDED

CLAREMONT TAPS IN BLACK (PAIR) T1 BLA ^

$120

KENSINGTON TAPS IN WHITE T5

INCLUDED

KENSINGTON TAPS IN BLACK (PAIR) T5 BLA ^

POA

TAP BASE OPTIONS

CLAREMONT (BELOW LEFT)
CLAREMONT REGENT (SINGLE) T4B

Two tap hole arch mixer with
curved spout (200mm centres)

Two tap hole arch mixer with
curved spout (230mm centres)

Basin tap 7.5cm

Basin tap 12.5cm

Bath shower mixer wall mounted with ‘S’
adjuster

2 star WELS rating

2 star WELS rating

2 star WELS rating

2 star WELS rating

1 star WELS rating

CLAREMONT CL27 ^
KENSINGTON KE27^
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^Non-stock

$705
$705

item, POA.

CLAREMONT CL28 ^
KENSINGTON KE28 ^

$965
$965

CLAREMONT CL1
KENSINGTON KE1

$400
$425

CLAREMONT CL2
KENSINGTON KE2

$425
$455

CLAREMONT CL17
KENSINGTON KE17

^Non-stock

INCLUDED
$50

KENSINGTON (BELOW LEFT)
KENSINGTON REGENT (SINGLE) T4B

INCLUDED
$50

$1435
$1440

item, POA.
All measurements are represented in mm. For detailed dimensions see bbwhitebook.com
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Brassware

KE6-C (WITH CLICK-CLACK WASTE) $430

FOR BASINS

Introducing
I

ntroducing a black indice option from Burlington, you

can now pair nearly all of our brassware options with a

Flat bottom bottle trap

black indice instead of the classic white. This allows for a
variation between the classic styling and a modern take on

FT42038

the existing options.

Click clack (push button)
basin waste

Traditional bottle trap
$105

$70

40551-32

PUW68R

Basin plug and chain, slotted
$40

W1

$50

FOR BATHS

The brassware options can be paired with various
accessories including radiators, bath wastes and even our
showering range.

Bath overflow plug and chain

Shallow p trap

W 348 D 64 H 112
W28 ^

$250

W28 BLA ^

POA

$75

CW3

W3



W3 BLA^

(for singleended baths)

$100
POA

Click clack 40mm bath waste
(unslotted) with chrome cover
CW2
$95
For use without internal overflow bath

FOR SHOWERS

FOR WCS

Angled connector for
telephone handset, chrome

Cistern tank on/off valve

NEW BLACK TAPS
New black indice and handle tap
options are now available for Burlington
brassware.
Refer to page 55 for options
(Non-stock item, POA).

(for doubleended baths)

Exposed bath overflow, click
clack waste
CW6 ^

$540

Exposed bath overflow, plug
and chain
D3209CS (SINGLE ENDED BATH)

$170

D3209CD (DOUBLE ENDED BATH) $170
W4 BLA ^
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^Non-stock

V62 ^

$85

W25 ^

$ 95

W25 BLA ^

POA

POA

item, POA.
All measurements are represented in mm. For detailed dimensions see bbwhitebook.com
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Brassware

Burlington basin tap shut off
valves (hot/cold)

he Burlington range of showers provides extensive
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Showering

OW

E
T
AN

options so you can create a showering solution for your own
bespoke setting. Whether you prefer showering over a bath
or in an enclosure, Burlington has a solution for your own
requirements. Thermostatic valves offer safe and controllable
showering for the entire family. Shower valves and brassware
features polished chrome, enhanced by timeless white
ceramic, to both look fantastic and be ergonomic to use.
Designed using the highest quality materials to achieve
yesterday’s designs with today’s technology, you are ensured a
great showering experience.
Now introducing the Digital range of showering the Classic
1910 options provide a higher level of showering options
for those looking for the latest technology in their classic

58

THERMOSTATIC SAFETY / ANTI LIMESCALE . We use
Vernet wax capsules throughout our showering valves,
meaning temperature when showering will now vary by no
more than +- 1°C. The quality materials minimise potential
limescale effects enabling extended lifetimes.

ONE WAY WATER . Our non-return valves ensure the flow
of water in only one direction, ensuring heating efficiency,
preventing siphonage of contaminated water and keeping
your shower cartridge in excellent condition for longer.

CERAMIC DISC TECHNOLOGY . Burlington offers
ceramic disc technology across its showering range.

AIRBURST . By combining air and water, the pressure
inside the shower head is increased. The power of a
traditional shower with up to 33% water saved.

Showering

Burlington bathroom.

NEW BLACK LEVERS . New Black lever and handle options
are now available for Burlington showering. Look for the
B symbol (pictured left) within the showering pages where
there is a black option available (Non-stock item, POA).
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white tap option

thermostatic showers

OPTIONS FOR TRENT

CLAREMONT TAPS IN WHITE V1

INCLUDED

CLAREMONT TAP INDICE IN BLACK BX4^

+$35

OPTIONS FOR TRENT & AVON

CRADLE V24

+$120

SOAP BASKET V23

+$140
Avon Thermostatic dual function
brass valve with two independent
on / off controls and central
temperature control

Trent Thermostatic single function,
brass valve with independent
temperature control

Trent Thermostatic dual function
brass valve with independent flow
diverter and temperature control

(1 star WELS rating)

(3 star WELS rating)

(1 star WELS rating)

Traditional brass faceplate,
Claremont handle with
ceramic lever

Traditional brass faceplate,
Claremont handle with
ceramic lever

390mm adjustable fixed
shower arm

Slide rail including the elbow,
hose and handset with ceramic
handle

Wall outlet and 1500mm shower
hose

TF1S + V16 (6” SHOWER HEAD)
TF1S + V17 (9” SHOWER HEAD)

$1580

TF1H

$1075
$1125

SLIDE RAIL V33
(FOR CRADLE OR SOAP BASKET)

+$245

Adjustable wall bracket and
handset with ceramic handle
390mm adjustable shower arm
6” or 9” AirBurst shower head

Traditional brass faceplate,
Claremont handle with
ceramic lever

$1605
$1655

Wall outlet and 1500mm shower
hose

355mm adjustable swivel shower arm
6” or 9” AirBurst shower head

Adjustable wall bracket and
handset with ceramic handle

WITH STANDARD RIGID RISER

Shower head and handset can
function at the same time

BAF3S + V16 
(6” SHOWER HEAD)
BAF3S + V17
(9” SHOWER HEAD)

6” or 9” AirBurst shower head

TF3S + V16^ (6” SHOWER HEAD)
TF3S + V17^ (9” SHOWER HEAD)

$1725
$1775

When ordering the optional bath Spout V32 you will
also need the extended riser V22, if you wish to retain
the handset function you will need to order V24 and
V27 products.
Slide rail, cradle, soap basket and alternative valve
handles can be ordered as extras. Note TF1H includes
slide rail.

THERMOSTATIC

AIRBURST

SAFETY
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^Non-stock

item, POA.

ONE WAY

ANTI

CERAMIC DISC

WATER

LIMESCALE

TECHNOLOGY

Traditional brass body, Claremont
handle with ceramic lever

18mm diameter vertical brass
shower riser

390mm adjustable shower arm
TF2S + V16 (6” SHOWER HEAD)
TF2S + V17 (9” SHOWER HEAD)

(3 star WELS rating)

Adjustable wall bracket, 1500mm
shower hose and handset with
ceramic handle

(1 star WELS rating)

Traditional brass faceplate,
Claremont handle with
ceramic lever

6”or 9”AirBurst shower head

Trent thermostatic dual function
brass valve with two independent
on / off controls and central
temperature control

Showering

Trent Thermostatic single function,
brass valve with independent
temperature control

$1745
$1795

WITH EXTENDED VERTICAL RISER
BAF3S.EXT + V16
(6” SHOWER HEAD)
BAF3S.EXT + V17

$1950
$2000

(9” SHOWER HEAD)

Note that all thermostatic valves are 0.5 bar minimum
pressure, with 20mm piping.

^Non-stock

item, POA.
All measurements are represented in mm. For detailed dimensions see bbwhitebook.com
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Accessories
O

ur range of accessories will provide the finishing touches to

ensure your bathroom looks and functions perfectly. From classically

WC roll holder

WC roll holder

Spire WC roll holder

Spare WC roll holder

W 80 L 180 H 120

W 100 L 180 H 100

W 170 L 60 H 250

W 120 L 60 H 80

styled chrome soap dishes, to ceramic toothbrush holders, every
A5 CHR

item is traditionally crafted in chrome plated solid brass, to

$200

guarantee the balance of functionality and style.

$385

A6 CHR

WC brush holder

Robe hook

Double robe hook

W 170 L 60 H 200

W 100 L 150 H 430

W 60 L 60 H 60

W 60 L 110 H 120

$95

A8 CHR

$185

A14 CHR

$60

A4 CHR

$110

$95

SSOR
E
I
C

AN

TE

Triple robe hook

Glass shelf with railing

W 100 L 70 H 90

W 530 L 160 H 60

A47 CHR

^Non-stock

$160

item, POA.
All measurements are represented in mm. For detailed dimensions see bbwhitebook.com

A18 CHR

$300
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Accessories
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A45 CHR
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$125

Towel ring

A3 CHR

U

A16 CHR
Without cover

Soap dish

Tumbler holder

Single soap dispenser

Double soap dispenser

Soap basket

Sponge basket

Wire basket

W 160 L 150 H 60

W 80 L 120 H 110

W 80 L 140 H 210

W 190 L 130 H 210

W 140 L 120 H 60

W 220 L 180 H 60

W 330 L 160 H 90

$95

A1 CHR

A2 CHR

$95

A19 CHR

$240

A20 CHR

$395

A13 CHR

$89

$140

A15 CHR

A23 CHR

Surface mounted
soap dispenser

Corner basket

Corner basket

Brass extendable bath rack

W 70 L 70 H 110

W 220 L 220 H 60

W 28 L 280 H 90

W 590-900 L 210 H 90

A48 CHR ^
$230
Can be mounted through a ceramic
basin tap hole or a work surface

A21 CHR

$305

$220

A22 CHR

A27 CHR^

$300

$505

ACCESSORIES INFORMATION
All accessories are supplied with extra chrome plated
domed head screws.
All accessories have ‘screw-through’ (patent pending)
design to ensure no lateral movement.

Medium ornate brackets

Single towel rail

Double towel rail

W 30 L 60 H 60

W 230 L 20 H 160

W 550 L 60 H 60

W 660 L 150 H 170

$35

G13
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^Non-stock

item, POA.

T32 CHR

$95

A7 CHR

^Non-stock

$140

item, POA.
All measurements are represented in mm. For detailed dimensions see bbwhitebook.com

A17 CHR

$315
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Accessories

Accessory back plate

radiators

mirrors

T

he perfect addition to your bathroom,

Burlington mirrors add intricate detail
and increase the period feel of your bathroom.
Choose between the simplistic and pared back
rectangular or arched mirrors, or the detailed
and beautiful Georgian style mirrors available

ELECTRIC SUMMER HEATING KITS

in polished black or white aluminium. These

Our radiators contain steel and are therefore only suitable
for hot water (closed) central heating systems. During
electric heating use the valves must be left open so the
radiator is full of water to ensure correct performance.

pieces are sure to give that extra finishing touch
to your vintage look.

All Electric heating kits are rated IP44.

Cleaver

W 642 D 235 H 970

W 642 D 235 H 950
$835

R4 CHR
Shown with angled valves

R3 CHR ^
Shown with angled valves

Straight Radiator Valves

Angled Radiator Valves

W 85 D 99 H 235

W 85 D 65 H 235
$120

R7 CHR
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^Non-stock

item, POA.

R6 CHR

150W summer electric heating kit for Cleaver
& Berkeley
$750

R8 CHR

$120

$120
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Accessories

Berkeley

MIRRORS

INSTALLATION TIPS

WARRANTY

1.

All products must be inspected before installation. Bath Co is not
liable for installation costs.

General Warranty Statement

2.

Before installing, ALWAYS read the accompanying installation notes.

3.

Any wall to which a product is fixed must be of suitable construction
to support that products weight.

4.

To assist with future maintenance, it is strongly recommended 		
that furniture and ceramics be fitted to a tiled surface (rather than
butting tiles against an item).

5.

The glaze used on Bath Cos ceramic products is tough and nonporous. However, it must not be put under undue stress which 		
may cause crazing or other damage:
~ Do not over-tighten the waste – hand-tighten only with the correct
sealant and contoured waste
~ Do not over-tighten tapware during installation
~ Water temperature should not exceed 55ºC
~ Do not drop anything onto a glazed surface

6.

To avoid damage, tapware and showers MUST have the appropriate
inline filters, and water pressure should be no more than 500kPA.

7.

To avoid deterioration, it is important that mirrors are kept dry of
any moisture, especially along edges. (Refer to instructions for the
appropriate cleaning method

8.

Brushed aluminium frame

Black aluminium frame

White aluminium frame

W 550 D 40 H 750

W 550 D 40 H 750

W 550 D 40 H 750

$655

T37 

T47 BLA

$655

T42 WHI

9.
$655
10.

Cleaning products are to be used as per instructions. Use a moist
soft cloth, micro fibre cloth or a diluted mild detergent. Never use
products containing acids, bleach or caustic soda. Never use cleaners
of a gritty, abrasive nature.
Ceramic products are fired in a kiln, then cooled – a process which
causes shrinking. Therefore, items may not be perfectly square or flat.
Each product is checked to ensure it meets strict tolerances before
dispatch.
Toilet must be fitted to 100mm soil pipe.

PRICING
Price quoted in our price list are inclusive of GST. They are guideline prices
only and subject to change.

DELIVERY
We aim to despatch all standard orders within five days
of receipt of the order. Imported products, timber finishes, paint colours, and
other non-standard items may be subject to a longer delivery date. We will
keep you informed if this occurs.

Smail & Company Limited (Smail & Co) warrants that in the manufacture
of its Bath Co products only high quality workmanship and materials have
been used. The following warranty applies to Bath Co products supplied to
customers in New Zealand, for use in residential installations only.
Subject to the warranty conditions, in addition to any other right or remedy
that the purchaser may have under any relevant consumer protection
legislation, Smail & Co undertakes to either repair or replace (at its discretion)
any Bath Co product if that product contains a material defect with either
materials or workmanship which arose in the course of manufacture.

Residential Warranty
• In relation to the following products bathroom vanities, basins, tops,
baths, toilets, showers, tapware a 5-year warranty applies from date of
purchase.
•

In relation to the following products shower hoses, shower heads,
cartridges, mirrors, cistern fittings, wastes, toilet seats, electrical, face
plates, washers, valves and shower seals a 1-year warranty applies from
date of purchase.

•

In relation to the following products in-wall cisterns (excluding items
listed above) a 15-year warranty applies from date of purchase.

Commercial Warranty
In relation to any Bath Co products installed in a commercial situation a 12
month warranty applies from the date of purchase. Commercial situations
are defined as public washrooms, public buildings, schools, sports centres,
gymnasium, hospitals, motels, hotels and retirement villages.

Warranty Conditions
Smail & Cos domestic/residential warranty and commercial warranty is subject
to the following conditions:
1.

Proof of purchase (such as invoice or receipt) must be provided by the
initial purchaser. This warranty is not transferable.

2.

All Bath Co installation instructions must have been strictly followed and
the product must have been installed in accordance with the relevant
New Zealand Building/Plumbing Codes by a certified building or
plumbing practitioner (as appropriate for the product).

3.

The product must not have been subject to excessive wear and tear.
The warranty only covers normal use and typical wear and tear.

4.

The product must not have been tampered with or repaired in any way
other than in accordance with this warranty.

5.

The product must not have been damaged by misuse, accident or
neglect, including water damage, sunlight, excessive water temperature,
humidity, direct lighting or other adverse environmental conditions.

6.

Harsh detergents or abrasive cleaners must not have been used on
the product and the product must be cleaned in accordance with the
recommended cleaning methods.

7.

All warranty covered repair work is to be performed by Smail & Co but
Smail & Co shall not be responsible for the cost of removal or installation
of the product.

8.

Smail & Co shall make the final determination on any issue or uncertainty
regarding the application of this warranty.

9.

If you acquired the Bath Co product in trade (or some other exception
exists under the Consumer Guarantees Act 1993 (the Act)) then the Act
shall not apply.

FREIGHT
Freight will be charged for orders under $400.

DISCLAIMER
Smail & Co retain the right to change products and specifications without
notice. All measurements are in millimeters and are nominal only. We do not
refund if you change your mind. If the goods are faulty, however, we will meet
our obligations under the Consumer Guarantees Act.

NON STOCK ITEMS
Arched

Rectangular

Curved

W 500 D 30 H 700

W 500 D 30 H 700

W 700 D 30 H 700

Products made to order take longer to deliver.

If the above conditions are not met, the warranty will be null and void.

TAPHOLES
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^Non-stock

item, POA.

A11

$490

A38 ^

$865

Accessories

$555

A9 ^

Kordura tops are not pre-drilled for tap holes – it is the responsibility of
the installer to cut these. These hybrid solid surfaces hold solid colour
throughout and can be easily cut or drilled with a router, Jigsaw or
Holesaw.

Smail & Co shall not be liable to the purchaser for any loss, damage (direct,
indirect or consequential), cost or expense incurred by the purchaser
(including, without limitation, any damage to other products and/or labour
costs incurred in the installation, repair or replacement of the product) other
than in accordance with the above warranty, under any relevant consumer
protection legislation or as consented in writing by Smail & Co in advance of
the cost being incurred.
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